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THE INTERNET COLUMN
By Giles Turnbull

Microsoft recently conducted a very strange experiment. 

Sales of Vista, the most recent release of Windows, have been less than the global software company might have hoped. Market research showed that people were taking one look at Vista and running away from it. They preferred the devil they knew, Vista's predecessor, Windows XP.

So the Microsofties ran a test. They pulled in a bunch of self-declared Vista haters, shut them in a room with a laptop and some hidden cameras, and showed them something special. A super-secret, newer-than-new version of Windows, code-named "Mojave".

This, the volunteers were told, was the future. They were given a guided tour, then asked what they thought. And most of them loved it. 

Then came the punchline: Mojave was make-believe. What the testers had just seen was nothing other than good old Vista, the operating system they thought they hated. You can see their reactions at www.mojaveexperiment.com.

Was this just a PR stunt, or did it make a point worth making? It's fair to say that there's been a lot of talk of the "next" Windows system (actually known right now as boring old "Windows 7"), so they did well to take advantage of this.

But as critics have pointed out, it was hardly a fair test. Vista was being demonstrated by Vista experts on high-spec, designed for Vista computers, in far-from-normal conditions. Of course they could make it look impressive.

The real challenge is impressing ordinary people in their own homes and offices.

+ A WORD FROM THE MINISTRY +

How should the government use the internet to talk to the general public? Is there any value in doing things this way? More to the point, does the government understand technology well enough to make it work? (A lot of people would have argued that it doesn't.) All these questions are answered in the Digital Dialogues report (www.digitaldialogues.org.uk/thirdreport) from the Ministry of Justice. 

Download your own copy (for free) and find out what the civil servants think of using blogs, wikis and the like for chatting to the likes of you and me.

+ NEW NUMBER 10 +

Talking of government, Number 10 Downing Street has a spanking new web site, just launched (in "beta", as if it were a piece of software) last week. The old www.number10.gov.uk has been replaced by something much more modern, much sleeker-looking, and much more like a blog. Somehow it doesn't seem likely that we'll see Gordon Brown posting details of what he had for breakfast, or what he thinks of the new iPhone, but it's nice to see the Number 10 web team have got their eyes on the ball.

+ GEORGIA REPORTS +

It's not just the British government that's pushing the web boundaries. Since fighting flared up between Russia and Georgia, a blog published by none other than the Georgian Ministry of Foreign Affairs has sprung up at georgiamfa.blogspot.com. It's the real thing, too: packed with news reports, and occasionally disturbing images of battle. 

+ BROWSING AROUND ... THE OLYMPICS +

:: The BBC coverage is always good
bbc.com/olympics

:: The Chinese Olympic Committe site 
en.olympic.cn

:: Beijing 2008: official site
en.beijing2008.cn

:: The ancient olympics - how did it all begin?
www.perseus.tufts.edu/Olympics/

:: Find out about Team GB
www.olympics.org.uk

:: Planning for London 2012
www.london2012.com


+ THING OF THE WEEK +

The most eye-popping waterfall ever
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0HeUixe_Lpg


+ Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org +
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